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Abstract

Goal of the paper is to demonstrate practical application of project quality management during whole lifecycle of Project of introduction and manufacture of insulin pen. Project quality is divided to quality of project management process and quality of the project product. Both of these aspects are described on a practical example by using Quality Management Tools in paper. First part deals with project management process and the concept of quality management is described. This part outlines procedure of quality planning and system of quality assurance. Costs to assure quality are also mentioned. The second part describes the system of product checking and also deals with quality of testing and cleanliness of production environment. Used methods and tools are evaluated from practical point of view after application in case study.
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1. Introduction to contemporary project quality management

Goal of the paper is to demonstrate practical application of project quality management during whole lifecycle of Project of introduction and manufacture of insulin pen from two points of view. First point of view deals with project management process and the concept of quality management. Procedure of quality planning and system of quality assurance and tools are practically described here demonstrating that no new or innovative tools are used and quality can be maintained just through combination of common tools. Costs to assure quality are also mentioned. The second view describes the system of product checking and also deals with quality of testing and cleanliness of production environment.

In general project can be described as unique set of processes carried out within an exact time period and utilizing of certain inputs [13, 11]. Uniqueness is the main difference between project and process, therefore poor quality of any step in whole project can cause poor quality or failure of whole project.

Management system based on processes and the related control functions which are consolidated and combined into a functioning unified system with goal to reach the certain limits is called project management.

Mentioned goal to execute any project is to meet certain needs which will in the future bring the desired benefits. Such goal is referred to as the product of the project. However, same goal can be achieved under different circumstances and therefore is important to combine various processes in a fashion to reach best possible outcomes respectively project quality. Quality of project product is essential but quality of project processes must be taken in to the account because is directly linked with quality of product. Project management therefore deals with both of these aspects of quality [14, 9].

1.1. Contemporary quality management

Rather than a matter of improving the output control or the introduction of new administrative measures, quality management is nowadays primarily a matter of human resources and their abilities [20]. Instead of looking at quality as a technical issue today the quality is nowadays understand in the terms of customer satisfaction, not primarily by increasing production and profits [9].

Together with change of perception of the quality the orientation at the product is also changing to orientation at process and system based on continual improvement and precise analysis of errors, their anticipating and introduction of corrective measures. High quality product is still important but to follow high quality process is important as well. By following the right process we should reach the right product. All errors needs to be detected, analyzes and corrective actions taken to prevent the errors to appear again. Tools analyzing possible errors are utilized to estimate possible risks. Gradually we are shifting from quality control point of view to quality management set in a fashion that error did not even occur. This leads to the significant decrease in cost related with quality control and low quality products [3, 22].

1.2. Quality management in environment of pharmaceutical industry

For the needs of specific sectors (such as pharmaceuticals), which differ in their demands on management form of quality control based on industry standards was developed. It fully respects the structure of the requirements of ISO 9001, however it adds many other requirements and defines specific requirements that are typical for the industry. It finds its application just as in the pharmaceutical industry. Here we are working with the concept of so-called Good Manufacturing Practice a guidance system in compliance with the directives and regulations of the institutions that, for example, issuing permits and licenses for the production and distribution of food, pharmaceuticals and active pharmaceutical products. One reason for the emergence of this concept is the fact that due to its versatility a mere application of ISO 9000 is for some sectors inadequate [7].

or the production of goods in the healthcare industry environment is unconditional fulfillment of all the regulations and rules based both on ISO 9000 and ISO 13485 standards [1] specifying the requirements for a quality management system specifically for the development and manufacture of medical devices and ISO 14001 [4] dealing with environmental management. Other requirements are then determined by medical products laws or EU directives.

Of all these standards is noticeable emphasis on the health and safety of consumers. Any defect or deficiency can in fact in this case lead to serious consequences.

2. Case study – project solostar

Project of introduction of the insulin pen SoloStar in to production was selected for case study. Project take place in company Gerresheimer Horosvysk Tyn Ltd. in Czech Republic an is a part of Gerresheimer MDS group which is a major producer of a wide range of medical equipment and medical products. Customer of the project in this case is other international pharmaceutical company Sanofi SA.

At the moment, the insulin pen SoloStar in the Czech Republic is produced and supplied to the customer as two components, Mechanism Subassembly and Cap/Cartridge Holder. They consist of a total of 12 plastic parts created by injecting molten plastic in injection molding and externally supplied metal spring. Sanofi SA than completes pen
with vial of insulin and sells complete device to final customer. At the moment production of 100 million pieces each year is estimated (approximately 275 thousand units per day) [5].

2.1. Concept of quality management

Quality is in terms of Gerresheimer group managed by universal system. Project management system is therefore similar for each project and is governed by the following hierarchy:

1. Quality Management Handbook (QMH)
2. Descriptions of processes and procedures (SOPs)
3. Work Instructions
4. Forms
5. The completed documents (records).

From the project management point of view the quality can be divided in to the three basic parts: quality planning, quality assurance and operational quality management. [12, 15, 17, 18]

2.2. Quality planning

To ensure the project overall quality it must be well planned. Planning of any project in the company Gerresheimer is based on the five-stage model. This ensures that any activity that might later compromise product quality is not missed. A key output of quality planning is a plan for ensuring the quality of the project. It serves as a basis for further quality assurance throughout the project.

Quality assurance plan at the following picture is processed in the form of a matrix which defines the various activities at the various stages of the project, which would lead to required quality. At the same time it is necessary to meet all these activities in order to enable the project to move into its next phase. In the event that some activities taking place over several phases (eg, project risk management the interim performance report on activities is formed at the end of the stage).

There is also a sort of manual for compliance, defining individual activities, the inputs and outputs, persons who are responsible for the operations, authorizing officer and the person who is to be inform about the activities is defined based on the method RACI [16]. All these activities have also determined time frame so that the project is carried out according to the schedule.

2.3. Quality assurance

Corresponding Gate Reviews are performed upon reaching each milestone and risks are evaluated and recorded in product and process FMEA. While in DFMEA logs all risks affecting the quality of the product and preventive actions PFMEA logs risks that could negatively affect individual processes and the quality of the entire project [16]. At the end of the fourth phase (Figure 1 Module 6 pre-production), validation of production on the basis of Good Manufacturing Practice is performed. Procedure for the validation is shown in the flowchart of Figure 2.

Validation starts by Design Qualification (DQ), showing that production facilities are able to produce the specified product. Installation Qualification demonstrates that all the devices are installed and adjusted according to the production concept. Operational Qualification (OQ) tests whether the machine actually manufactures products according to the given specifications. The company Gerresheimer adds Performance Qualification (PQ) which verifies that the device is able to produce prescription products in the required volume. After all these tests successfully completed regular production can start [6, 8, 10, 18, 21].

To ensure efficiency Gerresheimer process management system has established procedures for registration, measurement, analysis and improvement. For these measurements, it uses statistical methods in which these measures key performance indicators of quality (KPI). These indicators allow to measure the quality of the project and maps the weaknesses in the system that could be improved and indicates the potential deterioration of the running of the process. For the project SoloStar were defined KPI indicating both the process of manufacture and assembly, but also the quality of the management of complaints, expedition and based on measuring the cost of non-conforming product even process quality control.

In 2014 the share of project turnover in the total turnover of company was 23.38%. Costs for quality assurance of the project at the time of realization of project (for 2015) are estimated at 16.4% of the project budget. In terms of the cost of quality assurance project envisages a budget with spending on inspections, product testing, monitoring their processes and acquisitions and maintain its own control devices. Additional costs for quality assurance are expenses associated with complaints (testing of defective products, complaints procedure).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Phase I</th>
<th>Phase II</th>
<th>Phase III</th>
<th>Phase IV</th>
<th>Phase V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M1: Quality phase review: Input variables from the previous Gate present</td>
<td>M1: Quality phase review: Input variables from the previous Gate present</td>
<td>M1: Quality phase review: Input variables from the previous Gate present</td>
<td>M1: Quality phase review: Input variables from the previous Gate present</td>
<td>M1: Quality phase review: Input variables from the previous Gate present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>Product concept</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>Check of the regulatory requirements</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M3: Risk management</td>
<td>M5: Design verification planning</td>
<td>M5: Design verification implementation, Supplement PMF</td>
<td>M9: Support for production location</td>
<td>M9: Support for production location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>Specifications</td>
<td>M4: Design validation planning</td>
<td>M5: Design validation implementation, Supplement PMF</td>
<td>M4: Design validation planning</td>
<td>M5: Design validation planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>M4: Design validation planning</td>
<td>M5: Design validation implementation, Supplement PMF</td>
<td>M9: Support for production location</td>
<td>M9: Support for production location</td>
<td>M9: Support for production location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Supplier selection</td>
<td>Conclusion supplier selection</td>
<td>M7: Quality of the outsourced processes and purchased parts</td>
<td>M7: Quality of the outsourced processes and purchased parts</td>
<td>M7: Quality of the outsourced processes and purchased parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M1: Quality phase review: Input and output variables from the Gate present</td>
<td>M1: Quality phase review: Input and output variables from the Gate present</td>
<td>M1: Quality phase review: Input and output variables from the Gate present</td>
<td>M1: Quality phase review: Input and output variables from the Gate present</td>
<td>Conclusion of project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Quality assurance plan

![Flowchart](image1.png)

Fig. 2. Process validation preparation (Module 6)
2.4. Operational quality management

The aim of operating quality control of the project is to monitor all activities of the project, which could end up by internal or external complaints. Both types of complaints from a procedural point of view it looks identical. Complaints are usually caused by either a non-conforming products or non-conforming processes. In the case of non-conforming process is also envisaged that all product that has been developed within it is also not consistent. In the event that a system of quality control found any process or product for non-conforming, or if the customer claims it, the complaint procedure is immediately initiated. 8D report is created in each complaint procedure.

2.5. Product Control

Project product is mass production of insulin pen components. A prerequisite for a quality product, which will ensure that for a given volume is not too expensive, is to ensure maximum sterile environment (ie. Free of dust and other mechanical limit pollution) and adequate calibration and professional work.

The system of controls has been defined during pre-production phase of the project. Part of the controls carried out was introduced based on customer requirements (Sanofi), who also determine how and at what intervals controls will be conducted. Only samples of batches depending on the long-term quality are tested. It would be almost impossible to test every single part and some of the tests are destructive. Further tests and inspections are defined by the company itself, to be able to identify potential problems and especially its cause.

The control system begins with input control of all raw materials delivered, (the plastic granulate and metal spring). Process controls can be divided into control of parts, ie. The individual parts produced on injection molding machines and control of finished pen components.

Semi finished product control consist of visual testing of samples for visible defects, such as burrs or tan on the edges of plastics and dimensional test on automatic equipment. In case of finding defects another part of the batch is controlled. Each control is logged and statistically processed. At following picture it is possible to see the results of the tests of Outer Body part using a control chart and histogram. The results show that the dimensions of products moving in close proximity to the optimum value (i.e. in thousandths of a millimeter). From the histogram it is again evident that the measured values are about the desired ideal value or slightly less.

![Fig. 3. Control chart and Histogram of Outer Body](image)

In case of crossing the regulation limit the production on machine will stop and whole batch will be scraped.

Installation components control consist again of a visual examination and adds a function test - absolutely crucial for the production. The test is carried out on the device ATE (Automatic Testing Equipment). Torque and power of injection is measured. For torque tolerance ranges in hundredths of nanometers from the optimum value, for the injection force the tolerance is set to 0.5 Newton. If the device is not available, this test may be performed after prior approval manually. ATE test results are documented and subsequently at weekly intervals provided to the customer. One defect in thousand opportunities is allowed by customer.

![Fig. 4. Injection force of Mechanism Subassembly](image)
2.6. Quality of controls

All parts are measured several times during the manufacturing process. To ensure that the measurement is relevant it is essential to secure flawless function of all measurement devices and expert use of all devices.

All injection molding machines and other manufacturing equipment must be validated (or calibrated) before production and must be ensured that this state was maintained throughout whole production. Production devices are also able to identify the problem during production, and its activity is automatically interrupted (JIDOKA). The same rules apply to all Werth control measuring equipment, optical measuring instruments and ATE devices. Calibration mark is assigned after successfully checking to all of these devices. It is placed at the device and contains the date of the next calibration.

Employee expertise to operate the device play significant role in the quality control as well. Trainings are organized based on need or customer demand as part of the planned budget for department or the customer cover the cost.

2.7. Cleanliness of production environment

Besides meeting the requirements resulting from sectoral standards and requirements for cleanliness, company manages and controls the quality of the environment also due to the direct influence at product quality.

To ensure the quality of products is necessary to maintain the entire production environment disinfected, so as to avoid the slightest contamination. Production area is strictly separated from other areas of the company and the special regulation applies here. Every worker must before entering into the production and control areas undergo disinfection. This is to ensure that the hairs, hair or other particles such as clothing or shoe soles do not get into contact with the produced parts and production facilities and thus adversely affect their quality.

3. Conclusion

As can be seen at the example project SoloStar, concept of quality management based solely on controlling finished products is now almost unusable. Quality of SoloStar project has been managed since its inception, where all the activities have been carefully planned. Quality management through whole project lifetime minimizes the risk that future production will suffer with quality problems. On the other hand, quality control in the early phase of the project means greater need for funds before the start of the production itself. However, this “investment” will bring in the future if the right measures will be applied not only savings, but also significant decrease in the potential and recurring problems. In a production environment annually producing 100 million units, with each product consists of 13 parts, it is virtually impossible to check each component or it is possible but cost will be too high. Good planning of future production, without forgetting the core important activities leads to the minimizing of the risks.

Unlike systems based solely on control of manufactured product in this case there is a risk for the final consumer to use potentially dangerous product endangering his health. Companies in the pharmaceutical industry must have implemented a quality management system and must comply with the regulation beyond ordinary business, but this itself does not guarantee that production will be without errors, only decreases the risk. Manufacturing quality must be maintained at high level and must consider all the aspects that may affect it. Properly set up of quality management system will allow in case of defects much efficiently find root cause of a problem in time. This system must be based on a careful record of all data. In the event that certain data are not sufficiently recorded, or not recorded at all, root cause can not be detected because the investigation is based on misleading information that will lead to a different result. In this regard, the concept of production quality management (Quality by Design) must be more accurate than a system based on the checking of each single product (the Quality Control). Disorder in any process may have had serious consequences.

As described in whole case study the quality system of the project consist of combination of commonly used tools for statistical control and project management. Tools are implemented through whole lifetime of project which in the result leads to the savings in cost related to quality. The cost for quality management itself is higher but the total cost linked to poor quality significantly decreases. All the tools described are commonly known by the regular managers of lead employees. They must just be appropriately combined and effectively used.

Our further research is targeted at the root causes during whole production lifetime registered in complaint process, whatever the problems are caused by manufacturing or non-manufacturing process.
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